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ABOUT THE BOOK

MSc Nursing Entrance Exam Guide is a comprehensive reference book for MSc Nursing and AIIMS staff nursing aspirants. Over the last three iterations we touched base with various important subjects for MSc aspirants and we continue to expand the horizon with new subjects like nursing administration, education and communication. We have also updated the section featuring MSc question papers based on our readers’ suggestions.

KEY FEATURES

• Best Seller and first most trusted book for MSc Nursing Entrance Exam and AIIMS Staff Nurses Recruitment Exam since 2015
• Comprehensive and up-to-date guide based on revised and updated curriculum of Indian Nursing Council
• Covers 10,000 concept Based Explained MCQs and memory recollected original papers
• First Competition guide covering:
  • Theory + Questions+ Explanatory Answers+ Model Test papers containing memory recollected original questions of various State & National Exams
• Includes exam papers till 2019
• New subjects like Oncology nursing, Nursing Administration, Communication and Education are added.
• Coverage of Nursing Research Topics-known for its high weightage in exams, is more detailed and elaborate

READERSHIP

Written specifically for candidates appearing for AIIMS staff nurses’ entrance, Post Basic and MSc Nursing Entrance exams
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